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Abstract: Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components
to exchange information and use the exchanged information without special
effort on either system. This paper attempts to propose a framework for
evaluating and improving interoperability in each one of partners collaborating
in a supply chain. The definition of the framework is based on three important
hypotheses. The first hypothesis supposes the existence of interoperation
activities which correspond with the part of business processes representing
efforts for interoperability. The second one is the definition of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) as aggregation of time, cost and quality performance for
interoperation activities and also for actual business activities. The third one
proposes to analyze impact of interoperability investments on enterprise
objectives in two steps: the first step is the evaluation of the impact of
interoperability solutions in KPIs; the second step analyzes the impact of
improving KPIs in the achievement of enterprise’s operational, tactical and
strategic objectives. A methodology for prior evaluation of interoperability and
improvement based on this framework is also proposed. The goal of this
methodology is the validation of interoperability solutions to be implemented.

Key words: Enterprise Interoperability, Interoperability Measurement,
Business Process Modeling, Business Activity Monitoring, Business Process
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1 Introduction
Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and use the exchanged information without special effort on either system
[1]. Approaches developed in the literature to measure and improve interoperability
can be categorized into qualitative and quantitative models. Qualitative models
propose interoperability evaluation methods based on maturity models. Quantitative
models use indicators to measure interoperability characteristics like time, cost and
quality of interoperation. The main limitation of these approaches is that they are
partial because the considered interoperability is disconnected from enterprise
objectives. In this study, the goal is to propose a quantitative methodology for
interoperability evaluation and improvement. For this, it is necessary to evaluate how
interoperability investments participate to the achievement of enterprise objectives. A
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framework is proposed as a foundation to address this issue. This framework is based
on the physical and the decisional systems of the GRAI conceptual reference model
[2]. The framework is composed of three complementary and connected layers: the
interoperability investments layer, the operational interoperability impact layer, and
the tactical and strategic interoperability impact layer.
The paper is structured in six sections. Section two presents the state of the art of
Performance Measurement System and Causal Performance Measurement Models.
Section three introduces interoperability measurement methods existing in the
literature. Section four describes framework. The structured methodology is described
step by step in the fifth section. To finish, a short example is given in section six.

2 Performance measurement system and causal performance
measurement models
To evaluate interoperability we must connect it with enterprise objectives. For that
purpose, we need, in the one hand, a Performance Measurement System to define
performance indicators. In the other hand, we need a Causal Performance
Measurement Models to analyze causation between indicators in the Performance
Measurement System. A performance measurement system is a set of strategic
objectives and performance metrics applied throughout the entire enterprise [3]. If we
consider the literature, there are a lot of methods to define performance indicators or
more generally performance measurement system starting from enterprise strategy or
from customer satisfaction. Balanced Scorecard [4] or the Performance Prism [5] or
QMPMS [6] define the indicators focusing only to the strategic level. The definition
of objectives in coherence with performance indicators and decision variables, and its
extension to all levels are the main reasons why we’ve chosen to work with
ECOGRAI. According to Kasperskaya [7], causal performance measurement models
were substituted for traditional performance measurement systems, because they
enable not only to measure and control but, also guide the companies’ performance.
Balanced Scorecard strategy map [8], Action-profit linkage (APL) [9] and the graph
of decomposition [10] belongs to the most important existing causal performance
measurement models. For the methodology for interoperability evaluation a causal
performance measurement model will be defined using elements from these three
models.

3 Interoperability measurement
This section presents the literature of qualitative and quantitative measurement of
interoperability. The INTEROP framework is used first to give some basic definition
of concepts related to interoperability. It provides three explicitly defined
interoperability dimensions to allow defining interoperability: interoperability
barriers, interoperability concerns and interoperability approaches [11]. Barriers are
incompatibilities of various kinds and at various enterprise levels. The
incompatibilities obstruct the sharing of information and prevent from exchanging
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services. Interoperability concerns represent the various enterprise levels where
interoperations can take place: Data, Services, Process and Business [11].
Interoperability approaches are basic ways to remove barriers: integrated approach,
unified approach and federated approach [11].Solutions for interoperability remove
barriers at a particular enterprise level (concerns), through a specific interoperability
approach [12]. The solutions are then respectively related to the three dimensions.
Interoperability models that have proposed interoperability measures can be classified
into qualitative and quantitative models. Mostly, qualitative models are designed as a
mean of attaching a label or maturity level to a specific type of interoperability [13].
Each maturity level of a qualitative model is equivalent to an interoperability
sophistication degree [14]. Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model [14], System
of Systems Interoperability (SoSI) Model [15] and Organizational Interoperability
Agility Models (OIAM) [16] can be cited as qualitative models based on maturity
levels.
Quantitative models are approaches that have numerical measures of
interoperability characteristics [17], [13], [18], [19], [20], [21]. The measurement of
interoperability is done in operational phase of the collaboration between two
enterprises and allows them quantifying their interoperability and being able to
improve it. Some equivalence can be noted between interoperability measures defined
in the literature:
•
•

Quality of exchange [19] and connectivity [17].
Time of interoperation [19], data latency [17] and cycle time [20]

•

Reliability [20] and conformity [19]

In our opinion, time, cost and quality are limited number of measures which
encompasses all other types of interoperability efforts. Measuring interoperability
with these three characteristics is an interesting option that we want to develop in this
study.

4 Interoperability evaluation framework
This work proposes a framework for evaluating interoperability in each one of
partners collaborating in a supply chain (Fig. 1). The framework should enable an
understanding of how interoperability influences the achievement of enterprise
objectives. The framework is partly inspired by the Lebreton, et al.’s [20] IIAM, but it
is organized according to the GRAI conceptual reference model. The framework is
composed of three layers: the interoperability investments layer, the direct
(operational) impact layer and the tactical and strategic impact layer. The
interoperability investments layer is aimed to study relations between elements
located in the structural level of the physical system of the GRAI conceptual reference
model. Theses elements are interoperability barriers, solutions for interoperability,
internal or collaboration business processes and the business and interoperation
activities they contain (Fig. 1). The main hypothesis of our model is that business
processes can be broken up into business activities and interoperation activities.
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Business activities are those which create value in business process. Interoperation
activities are non-value-added activities representing efforts for the interoperability of
information exchanges between partners. Solutions for interoperability eliminate
interoperation activities by deleting interoperability barriers. This is the way internal
or collaboration business processes are transformed by solutions for interoperability.
The direct (or operation) interoperability impact layer is composed of two sublayers. Its first sub-layer measures the interoperability impact on the operational level
of the physical system of the GRAI conceptual reference model. This sub-layer
contains business indicators, interoperation indicators and key performance
indicators. Interoperation indicators are defined on interoperation activities and
business indicators defined on business activities. Key performance indicators (KPI)
are considered as aggregations of business and interoperation indicators of all
activities of a business process in order to measure the performance of the latter. In
the general case, this aggregation corresponds to the summation of indicators values
of all activities. Interoperation indicators, business indicators and key performance
indicators (KPI) are all of three types: Average Elapsed Duration, Average Cost and
Percentage of Failure. These measures are first quantifications of the operational
impact of interoperability investments on business processes in terms of performance.
The second sub-layer is composed of decision centers of the operational level of the
decisional system of GRAI conceptual reference model. It enables to measure the
impact of interoperability in terms of achievement of objectives of the operational
level. Some operational objectives are directly related to process key indicators while
the others only indirectly.

Fig. 1. Interoperability Impact Evaluation Framework
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In the first category, the objectives are measured by operational performance
indicators that are equivalent to key performance indicators because they are defined
as process cost, time or quality (left side Fig. 1). In the second case, performance
indicators are not defined as measures of time, cost and quality of business processes
(right side Fig. 1). They can be related for example to equipments used or peoples
working on physical level. Objectives are not directly related to key performance
indicators in this situation. The tactical and strategic impact layer uses the tactical and
strategic performance indicators of the GRAI decisional system to evaluate impact of
interoperability investments on high level objectives (Fig. 1). The framework is
founded upon a performance measurement system and a causal performance
measurement model. Indicators in the performance measurement system are grouped
in four components: process KPIs, operational performance indicators (O_PI), tactical
performance indicators (T_PI) and strategic performance indicators (S_PI).The causal
performance measurement model links together indicators of the four components,
and materializes relation between the layers of our framework. It establishes how
interoperability impact at operational level translates into benefits at tactical and
strategic levels.

5 Methodology for interoperability evaluation and improvement
The methodology that we propose aims to evaluate the interoperability and its impact
in a supply chain. It is based on the interoperability evaluation framework. The
methodology provides prior evaluation of interoperability in order to validate
solutions for interoperability to be implemented on the basis of their capacity to
improve the achievement of enterprise objectives. This prior evaluation takes place
during “As-is” and “To-be” situation of the project. “As-is” situation describes how
activities (physical system) and decisions (decisional system) are actually performed
in the supply chain. “To-be” situation represents the transformations of the “As-is”
situation expected as a result of the implementation of solutions for interoperability.
Steps in the methodology can be grouped in three blocks: Learning, Design and
Validation. The learning builds a causal performance measurement model linking
together process KPIs to performance indicators of the different levels in the
decisional system (Fig. 2.). As all the variables of our causal performance
measurement model are continuous, the task of predicting performance indicators
from process KPIs is a numerical prediction. Our model is built with regression
analysis because, according to Han, et al. [22 p. 24] it is the most often used statistical
methodology for numerical prediction. The learning block builds also the “As-is”
performance measurement system which represents averages of measures collected in
the “As-is” situation. The Design block is aimed to find transformations needed in
physical and decisional systems to solve problems related to interoperability (Fig. 2.).
The validation block is aimed to validate solutions for interoperability by evaluating
their improvement capacity. The first task is the evaluation of the “To-be”
performance measurement system which is released in two stages (i Fig. 2.).
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Fig. 2. Interoperability impact evaluation

First the “To-be” KPIs are estimated a prior by simulation of the “To-be” process
model (i.1 Fig. 2.). The impact of the KPI improvement on operational, tactical and
strategic performance indicators is predicted using the causal performance
measurement model built in the learning block (i.2 Fig. 2.). The comparison between
the “As-is” and the “To-be” performance measurement systems represents the
improvement capacity. The validation of solutions for interoperability is the second
task of this block (ii Fig. 2.) and it is based on the results of this comparison.

6 Application of the methodology
The example used to illustrate the applicability of our methodology is about a supply
chain where an interoperability investment is undertaken to improve the quality of the
collaboration. Partners involved in this collaboration are: the customer (an ecommerce company), the stockist, the customs declarant and the customs. The first
element of our example is a “As-is” goods entry (collaboration) process in which all
the four partners participate. To get the “To-be” goods entry process model, it suffices
to take the model of “As-is” process and remove its interoperation activities.
Influence relations between the variables of the causal performance measurement
model were established by managers. The process KPIs component of the
Performance Measurement System contains only the Computerization time measure.
The Computerization time represents the delay between the moment when the
customer places his order for goods entry and the moment when the Stockist informs
him that goods entry is closed and the Material Accounting is updated. It is in the
same time the Average Elapsed Duration of the goods entry process and an
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operational performance indicator for the objective “satisfy demand” of the goods
entry decision center. The customers can run the goods output process and sell goods
only once the goods are registered in the system. For this reason managers
hypothesize that there is a causal relationship between Computerization time variable
(process KPIs), and number of outputs of pallets per month (O_PI), number of outputs
of boxes per month (O_PI) and number of outputs of units per month (O_PI). The
Handling Turnover (T_PI) receives influence from theses three operational
performance indicators. An improvement in Handling Turnover will drive an increase
Handling Turnover in relation to staff (T_PI) and Sales turnover (T_PI). Both the
Price of logistic services (S_PI) and Total turnover compared to department cost
(S_PI) are impacted by the Handling Turnover in relation to staff (S_PI). The Sales
turnover indicator belongs to the customer while others belong to the stockist.

6 Conclusion
This study aimed to provide the means for evaluating the interoperability and its
impact on enterprises in a supply chain. We have proposed an analytical framework
that introduces concepts related to interoperability and establishes their relations. The
core element of this framework is the causal relationship between process key
performance indicators and the objectives of partners, at all decisional levels. A
structured methodology has been also proposed to perform the priori evaluation of
interoperability. This methodology is organized around the validation and
implementation solutions for interoperability. The use of business process models to
locate interoperation activities and interoperability barriers and to measure
performance is an important contribution of the methodology. That enables
quantifying interoperation indicators with existing simulation and monitoring tools
used in business process management.
In future work, the methodology can be completed with a posterior evaluation
which would take place once improved business processes have been implemented
using solutions for interoperability. Posterior evaluation would build “Implemented”
Performance Measurement System and compare it with the one of the “As-is”
situation in order to measure real benefits of interoperability investments.
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